Welcome! We cover COVID to Climate, as well as Energy to Elections.

Here is the link for this issue, so please share it on social media.

Checkout the 2024, 2023, 2022, & 2021 archives, plus asterisked items below.
— This Newsletter's Articles, by Topic —

If You Only Have Time to Read Some Select Articles:

*** Risch Goes Beast Mode on Tracy Stone-Manning re Idaho Wind Project
*** Renewable energy subsidies undermine our economy
*** The big renewable energy lie
*** EPA Regulations & the Future of Grid Reliability
*** Good Observations re Battery Systems
*** Lessons from Germany’s Wind Power Disaster - A Decade Later
*** In Wyoming, Bill Gates moves ahead with nuclear project aimed at revolutionizing power generation
*** 8 ways the Biden administration is working to increase gasoline prices
*** Energy Transition Cause & Effect
*** Numbers Don’t Lie
*** United Nations policies demonstrate a LACK of energy literacy

*** Can a Return to Traditional Discipline Save Public Schools?
*** How Public Schools Became Ideological Boot Camps
*** Empowering an Alternative to Far-Left Ethnic Studies
*** How to Fix Higher Education
*** Latest version of Poe AI: Claude-3.5-Sonnet
*** “Maladaptive Traits”: AI Systems Are Learning To Lie And Deceive

*** Koonin: The ‘Climate Crisis’ Fades Out
*** Massive fraud revealed in fake Chinese climate projects subsidized by the German fossil fuel industry to meet arbitrary and deeply stupid emissions quotas
*** Report: A Nobel Prize for Climate Modeling Errors
*** Report: Why has it gotten warmer
*** How the Climate Hysteria Is Lowering Your Standard of Living

*** Supreme Court Has a Chance to Torch One of the Left’s Favorite Legal Tactics
*** It Was a Quiet Insurrection
*** A Belated Apology for ‘2000 Mules’
*** Lies, Election Interference, Dirty Tricks
*** Will Americans Elect the Deep State in November?
*** RFK Jr.: The Silver-Tongued Spoiler
*** Define Them Away: How To Create Unproblems
*** Brigitte Gabriel Gives Brilliant Response to "Most Muslims Are Peaceful"

— Media Balance Newsletter: Page 2 —
Vaclav Smil on the Two Cultures and our “Fully Post-Factual World”

Kansas sues Pfizer over 'misrepresentations' and 'adverse events' of COVID vaccine

Secondary Education Related:
*** Report: The Key to Fixing the US Education System
*** Can a Return to Traditional Discipline Save Public Schools?
*** How Public Schools Became Ideological Boot Camps
*** Webinar release of the Franklin K-12 Science Standards (a NGSS alternative)
  *** The K-12 Franklin Science Standards
  *** Is Critical Thinking a Good or Bad Thing?
*** Dumbing down: NY high school students will no longer need to pass Regents exams to graduate under new plan

The Parallel Education System Can Fix America’s Education Problem
Oregon Teachers’ Union Under Fire for Promoting Anti-Israel Lesson Plans

Higher Education Related:
*** Empowering an Alternative to Far-Left Ethnic Studies
*** How to Fix Higher Education
  A New Way to Hire Great Faculty
  A Dissident Professor’s “DEI” Story
  UNC Was Right to Call the Cops

Artificial Intelligence:
*** Latest version of Poe AI: Claude-3.5-Sonnet
*** “Maladaptive Traits”: AI Systems Are Learning To Lie And Deceive
*** Elon Musk blasting Apple’s approach to AI

Greed Energy Economics:
*** Renewable energy subsidies undermine our economy

Unreliables (General):
*** The big renewable energy lie
*** EPA Regulations & the Future of Grid Reliability
*** Good Observations re Battery Systems
*** Stop Energy Sprawl
Net Zero Energy Storage Presents a Battery of Problems
Local opposition to renewable energy projects ‘widespread and growing’: Columbia University report

Wind Energy — Offshore:
Offshore wind energy will come at a high cost to Northeast taxpayers
Floating wind madness in Maine
Highway funds illegally used for floating wind factories

Wind Energy — Other:
*** Taking the Wind Out of Climate Change (referencing 60± studies)
*** Risch Goes Beast Mode on Tracy Stone-Manning re Idaho Wind Project
*** Lessons from Germany’s Wind Power Disaster - A Decade Later
*** Study: The role of rare earth elements in wind energy and electric mobility
Windless nights make net zero impossible
Good pix of the base of a typical modern wind turbine
Industrial Wind Turbines and their Wimpy Ways
Iowa farmer regrets signing wind turbine lease after both turbines on her land burned to the ground

Solar Energy:
Lazard's Low-End LCOE Estimates for Solar Are Still Too Optimistic
Solar Company Collapses, Customers Furious as Dems’ Favorite Power Source Leaves Homeowners High and Dry

Nuclear Energy:
*** In Wyoming, Bill Gates moves ahead with nuclear project aimed at revolutionizing power generation
Sen. Sanders Still Opposes Nuclear Energy But The American Science Community Marches On

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** 8 ways the Biden administration is working to increase gasoline prices
Fossil Fuels Help the Environment

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
Major lithium discovery in fracking wastewater leaves the left facing EV 'irony'
Nice EV You Got There—Can You Afford to Insure It's
Misc Energy:
*** Energy Transition Cause & Effect
*** Numbers Don’t Lie
*** United Nations policies demonstrate a LACK of energy literacy
New EPA Rule Is a Death Sentence for American Energy
AEA launches major campaign against the PROVE IT Act

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Koonin: The ‘Climate Crisis’ Fades Out
*** Massive fraud revealed in fake Chinese climate projects subsidized by the German fossil fuel industry to meet arbitrary and deeply stupid emissions quotas
*** Report: A Nobel Prize for Climate Modeling Errors
*** Climate Activists are Wrong About Which Energy Source Reduces Air Pollution
NOAA's hidden archive and the problematic methods it reveals
Report: Net Zero Averted Temperature Increase
The State of Earth’s Climate 2024 – No Evidence of a Planetary ‘Crisis’! - Professor Ole Humlum
Wrong, Mainstream Media, Tree Rings Aren’t Reliable Indicators of Past Temperatures

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Report: Why has it gotten warmer
*** How the Climate Hysteria Is Lowering Your Standard of Living
Climate Change is Natural
Pro-fossil fuel group launches ads against GOP climate leaders
Clash of the Climateers
Facebook Censoring Climate Dissent Again
Heat Wave Sets Off New Round Of ‘Climate Crisis’ Lies

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Lies, Election Interference, Dirty Tricks
*** Will Americans Elect the Deep State in November?
*** RFK Jr.: The Silver-Tongued Spoiler
Dominion Machines Under Scrutiny After ‘Hundreds’ of Discrepancies Detected in Primary
US Election — State Issues:
320,000 Ghost Voters Identified in MUST-WIN State of Michigan
William Sitton Doesn’t Live Here: Tracking Nevada’s Dirty Voter Rolls
Governor Orders Virginia Agencies to Strengthen Voter Roll Maintenance
NCEIT Accomplishments since 2021
ETI Urges NC General Assembly to Advance Critical Election Integrity Legislation
Four Democrat Leaders Arrested and Charged with Election Fraud in Bridgeport, Connecticut – Were Caught Stuffing Ballots into Drop Boxes!
Judge Dismisses Nevada Alternate Electors Case Due to Jurisdiction Concerns

Misc US Politics:
*** Supreme Court Has a Chance to Torch One of the Left’s Favorite Legal Tactics
*** It Was a Quiet Insurrection
*** A Belated Apology for ‘2000 Mules’
Embracing Communist China was the U.S.’s greatest strategic failure
Wall Street's Planned Theft of America's Lands and Waters
Biden Homeland Security Board Painted Trump Supporters, Military, and Religious People as Terror Threats
Searching for the Truth About the Raid at Mar-a-Lago
Judge Judy renders verdict on NY v. Trump case: 'Nonsense'

Societally US:
*** Define Them Away: How To Create Unproblems
Jason Christoff: Brainwashing and Propaganda to Control Narrative
Can We Save Our American Judicial System?

Globalism:
The global war on food
The Hub Project: Hiding Ties to the Wyss Foundation

Religion Related:
*** Brigitte Gabriel Gives Brilliant Response to "Most Muslims Are Peaceful"

Science:
*** Vaclav Smil on the Two Cultures and our “Fully Post-Factual World”
Misspellings or “miscellings”—Non-verifiable and unknown cell lines in cancer research publications
Israel/Ukraine:
Pray for the safety of the Israeli people
Latest Developments in Israel

Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation
Latest Developments in Ukraine

COVID-19 — Misc:

*** Kansas sues Pfizer over 'misrepresentations' and 'adverse events' of COVID vaccine

Please use social media, etc. to pass on this Newsletter to other open-minded citizens…
If you'd like to be added to (or unsubscribe from) the distribution of our popular, free, worldwide Media Balance Newsletter, simply send me an email saying that.

John Droz, jr.
physicist & citizen’s rights advocate
Revision 6/23/24

**Note 1:** We recommend reading the Newsletter on your computer, not your phone, as some documents (e.g., PDFs) are much easier to read on a large computer screen... We’ve tried to use common fonts, etc. to minimize display issues.

**Note 2:** For past Newsletter issues see the archives from 2021, 2022, 2023 & 2024. To accommodate numerous requests received about prior articles over all thirteen plus years of the Newsletter, we’ve put this together — where you can search ALL prior issues, by year. For a background about how the Newsletter is put together, etc., please read this.

**Note 3:** See this extensive list of reasonable books on climate change. As a parallel effort, we have also put together a list of some good books related to industrial wind energy. Both topics are also extensively covered on my website: WiseEnergy.org.

**Note 4:** I am not an attorney or a physician, so no material appearing in any of the Newsletters (or any of my websites) should be construed as giving legal or medical advice. My recommendation has always been: consult a competent, licensed attorney when you are involved with legal issues, and consult a competent physician regarding medical matters.

Copyright © 2024; Alliance for Wise Energy Decisions (see WiseEnergy.org).